
Imprivata FairWarning Patient Privacy Intelligence is a digital identity 
intelligence solution that delivers full lifecycle privacy monitoring 
specifically tailored to support the unique requirements of a Meditech 
environment. The automated approach – powered by AI, machine learning, 
and behavioral analytics – allows you to manage day-to-day operations and 
internal access concerns efficiently and effectively.  

Monitoring for Meditech 
Imprivata FairWarning Patient Privacy Intelligence can audit your 
organization’s Meditech EHR, including Meditech, Meditech Magic, Meditech 
6.0, and Meditech Expanse. Our team of engineers has been working with 
the Meditech team for years to coordinate data transfers, helping to ensure 
a smooth process when sending data to your Imprivata FairWarning Patient 
Privacy Intelligence application. 

The Imprivata advantage 
Industry leading standards  

Imprivata FairWarning pioneered EHR risk analytics, working hand-in-hand 
with leading vendors to deliver a healthcare-first approach to monitoring 
and prevention. 

With Imprivata 
FairWarning         
Patient Privacy 
Intelligence auditing 
for your Meditech   
EHR, you can: 

• Protect patient privacy 
at scale 

• Save time investigating 
potential internal access 
violations within your 
Meditech instance(s) 

• Gain a 360-degree view 
with out-of-the-box and 
custom reporting on 
access to your Meditech 
EHR network 

Imprivata Patient 
Privacy Intelligence 
auditing for Meditech 
EHR systems

DATASHEET

The patient privacy monitoring 
solution to monitor and alert on risk 
to your Meditech EHRs



Healthcare-first approach to data ingestion  

Imprivata leverages our keen understanding of healthcare workflows to provide automated data ingestion 
at the most optimal times for healthcare organizations, meaning there is no impact on your Meditech 
instance(s) or clinical performance.

Digital identity maturity 

Imprivata FairWarning contributes broadly across the Imprivata Digital Identity Framework, which presents a 

blueprint for managing identities across healthcare organizations’ complex systems. 

Monitor access to your Meditech 
EHR environments with 
Imprivata FairWarning Patient 
Privacy Intelligence to get the 
most out of your patient privacy 
monitoring program. 

Imprivata is the digital identity company for mission- and life-critical industries, 
redefining how organizations solve complex workflow, security, and compliance 
challenges with solutions that protect critical data and applications without workflow 
disruption. Its platform of interoperable identity, authentication, and access 
management solutions enables organizations in over 45 countries to fully manage and 
secure all enterprise and third-party digital identities by establishing trust between 
people, technology, and information.

For more information, please contact us at 1 781 674 2700

or visit us online at www.imprivata.com
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